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Magnepan’s new high-end ‘appetizer’ -  
the uber-auditionable LRS loudspeaker 

 

  
 

If you’re looking for an easy and affordable way to enter the realm of Magnepan’s 
superb flat panel, planar magnetic loudspeakers, then look no further. The new 
Magneplanar LRS (‘Little Ribbon Speaker’) is just your ticket. 

For some years, Magnepan has helped USA-based customers to ease their way into the 
world of ‘Maggies’ (as fans affectionately like to call the brand’s loudspeakers) by offering one 
or two more compact and affordable entry-level models for direct purchase from Magnepan 
HQ. The idea was to offer an ‘appetizer’ program aimed at tempting customers who loved 
what they heard to subsequently move up the range (or not, if their budget and / or room size 
was a limiting factor). Initially, most customers getting started had modestly-priced amplifiers, 
so Magnepan’s earlier ‘appetizer’ models had some performance limitations since they were 
designed to accommodate these relatively lower power amps.  

The new LRS, however, while still small in stature, aims much higher in performance. What’s 
more, it also extends its geographic reach and is now available to customers in UK. 

While Magnepan’s previous entry-level offerings were a sample taken from the lower end of 
what Magneplanars can do, the LRS is a sample taken from the upper end of what they can 
do. You see, if you want to hear the ‘real’ Magnepan sound (and why wouldn't you), you can’t 
just partner a Magneplanar with any old amplifier. So the LRS is designed to deliver that ‘real’ 
Magnepan sound, right from the entry level. The downside: you need a decent system, and to 
spend a bit of time on set-up. The upside: you get that ‘real’ Magnepan sound, within budget 
and room size.  
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The LRS is a full-range quasi-ribbon speaker that was created from the ground up to give you 
a pretty good idea what to expect from the brand’s flagship 20.7 or 30.7 models. It was 
designed using high-end electronics and mono blocks, so while it will still perform nicely with 
an integrated amp, it will really give you what you came for with some high-end, high-current 
amplification – which is a radical departure from most entry-level loudspeakers.  

“Once you have tried a Magneplanar in your home, we know that the probability is high that 
you will be a life-long Maggie enthusiast,” says the company. 

 
Technical specifications 
 

Description 2-Way / quasi-ribbon 
Frequency response 50 - 20 kHz 
Sensitivity 86dB / 500Hz / 2.83v 
Impedance 4 Ohm 
Dimensions 14.5 (w) x 48 (h) x 1 (d) inches 
 
Available in natural or black solid oak, dark cherry trim with off-white, grey or black fabric. 
 
Pricing & availability 
 

The Magnepan LRS is available now, from www.hifisound.co.uk and a select number of 
independent retailers.  
 
Price £995, including VAT and delivery. 
 
If you choose to subsequently move up to one of the larger Magnepan speakers within a year 
of purchase, you'll receive a credit from Magnepan’s UK distributor Decent Audio for your 
traded-in speakers, depending on the model you're trading up to.  
 
Consumer contacts for publication 
 

www.magnepan.com 
 

For additional selected retailers contact UK distributor Decent Audio: 
 

Tel:  05602 054 669 
Email:  info@decentaudio.co.uk 
Web: www.decentaudio.co.uk 
 

Unit 11, Castlegate Mill 
Quayside, Stockton-on-Tees 
County Durham TS18 1BZ 
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For more information, product samples or high-resolution print-ready images please contact 
David Denyer on 07976 646 404 or david@ddpr.co.uk. 
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